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Trannabis: Healing for All Bodies aims to Heal from Within During Month of
NYC World Pride on June 22nd, 2019

NEW YORK ? May 30, 2019 /Canna Newswire/ ? ] June marks a month of celebration in New York, as the city ushers in the sixth
edition of WorldPride. The timing is especially powerful because 2019 marks the 50th anniversary of the historic Stonewall
uprising, the precursor to the contemporary pride parade. The city will be hosting diverse events in support of the different ways
pride events, which is why revellers will be able to find over 50 plus different official and partner events offered during WorldPride
NYC / Stonewall50.
Cannapreneur and cannavist, Jamie Wollberg, Founder of Blunt Broz, has dedicated himself to bringing the LGBTQAI+ and
cannabis communities together, not only to educate the LGBTQAI+ community on the healing properties of cannabis but educating
the cannabis community on how they can support the much-needed healing of the LGBTQAI+ community at Trannabis: Healing For
All Bodies, a private pre-World Pride event in Brooklyn slated for June 22nd beginning at noon for those 21 and up.
According to Wollberg, everybody and all bodies are welcome and unplug for a full day of healing at the premiere and upscale
#trannabis event. ?We're excited to present our first transgender, non-binary, and genderqueer inclusive event aiming to heal those
within the LGBTQAI+ community, as well as their allies in celebration for World Pride. A wide array of health and wellness
activities will be available from massages and tastings to tarot and crafts. There will be various forms of entertainment and space for
conversation.?
Additionally, sponsored silent auctions and raffles will benefit different LGBTQAI+ organizations and projects, including Lady
Buds and Rainbow Railroad. The mission of Trannabis is to hold a safe space for everyone to be themselves, feel special, and leave
more healed than when they arrived. Packages for the event start at $50 for a whole day event day with bundles for raffles beginning
at $10.
?I'm a born and raised New Yorker. I came out of the first of many closets, as a teenager. I was probably 15 or 16 when I
participated in my first Pride celebration. I remember feeling pure euphoria. I had never been surrounded by so many who I felt
shared in many of my own experiences. This largely changed when I came out as a transgender man, around four years ago.
Suddenly, I felt like I didn't belong at Pride. As time has passed, there is a trans march in NY, but it wasn't until I moved to LA and
experienced an entire Trans Pride when I realized how isolated I truly felt. I learned about World Pride last year and I decided at that
moment I was determined to fly home for it, but it wasn't until I walked into the venue when I was inspired to curate a full day of
healing for everybody and all bodies,? said Wollberg.
Wollberg and his team wanted to build a safe space for those who feel less than celebrated to come together and enjoy being
themselves, but with a wellness focus. CBD holds an important role in wellness and the LGBTQAI+ community deserves to have all
the tools necessary to heal, without judgment. ?This is an event rooted in love,? he adds.
Some event sponsors and partners for Trannabis: Healing For All Bodies include: NuggMD, Underground Villas and Resort, Coral
Cove Cannabis, Giggle Productions, Sherman Photography, Chronically Wired, Unruly Collective, and Photography by Linda G.
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For more information on Trannabis, log on to our event page:
https://www.universe.com/events/trannabis-healing-for-all-bodies-tickets-new-york-3PZVJF
FOR VIDEOS: lnk.bio/Bluntbrozz
Follow Tannabis on social media:
Twitter: @blunt_broz | Facebook: fb:/BluntBroz | Instagram: @bluntbrozz | LinkedIn: li/jamiewollberg | Patreon: BluntBroz
About Blunt Broz
As an active cannapreneur, cannavist, and educator for the LGBTQAI+ community, Blunt Broz consciously connects both
professionals and fellow patients to the overall cannabis community. In addition to his authentic and transparent social media
presence, Blunt Broz has been known to bring high vibrations to countless cannabis events. On a day-to-day, Blunt Broz is a Sales
Rep. and a Brand Ambassador. Recently, Jamie's focused his mission on hosting private workshops and now his own event,
Trannabis: Healing for All Bodies.
# CNW #
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